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1 Introduction and context  
for this White Paper

This White Paper sets out the proposal for Euroclear Bank to become the Issuer CSD for Irish corporate securities as from 
March 2021. The White Paper has been produced by Euroclear following consultation with the Irish market through its 
Working Group and Steering Board (1) structures, as well as various bilateral meetings, to analyse the proposal and gather 
input from those constituencies impacted by the change of Issuer CSD. It reflects the results of such consultation and the 
position agreed in May 2019 with the Working Group and Steering Board and takes account of the ongoing discussions  
with the Irish Authorities who have attended the Steering Group as an observer.

The proposal has been agreed in principle by the Management and Board of Euroclear Bank but remains subject to a number 
of internal and external dependencies, some of which are not within the control of Euroclear.

Further information on Euroclear Bank is provided in Chapter 3 and more detailed information about the Euroclear group  
is available on www.euroclear.com.

Important information

The proposals set out in this White Paper cannot be guaranteed and remain subject to a number of factors, including:  
the materialisation, timing and terms of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU and the UK’s future relationship with the EU, 
ongoing legal and regulatory analysis, ongoing detailed technical analysis, further Euroclear internal approvals and any 
necessary approval of other stakeholders.

Nothing in this White Paper constitutes a commitment on the part of Euroclear or any other person to implement, or take 
steps to implement, in whole or in part, any proposal or action considered or mentioned here.

1.1 The reason for change

The Euroclear group has provided post-trade services for Irish securities for over 20 years. Irish corporate securities are 
currently settled in the CREST system operated by Euroclear UK & Ireland, a UK-incorporated Central Securities Depository 
(CSD). Euroclear Bank, an International CSD incorporated in Belgium, is already the CSD for Irish government bonds since 
2000 and for international securities including international ETFs.

Brexit makes the current arrangements between Euroclear UK & Ireland and the Irish corporate securities market 
unsustainable. As a result, the Euroclear group worked with the Irish User Committee, Euronext Dublin (the Irish Stock 
Exchange) and the market more widely since the implications of Brexit for the Irish market were known. This initially resulted 
in Euroclear announcing plans to establish Euroclear Ireland, a standalone CSD to be set up in Ireland to ensure continuity 
of service for Irish corporate securities in all possible Brexit scenarios, based on a model fully endorsed by the Irish User 
Committee.

However in March 2018, Euroclear informed the market that, following discussions with the Central Bank of Ireland and 
the Bank of England, it had stopped its project to establish Euroclear Ireland. Since that time, Euroclear has reiterated its 
commitment to finding an alternative long-term settlement solution for Irish corporate securities within the Euroclear group 
that would be acceptable to the Irish market.

In December 2018, Euronext Dublin announced that, based on the analysis it had carried out of four possible CSD options 
for settlement post-Brexit, it selected Euroclear Bank with a Belgian-based model to be the market solution for the long-term 
CSD for Irish securities settlement. Following the consultation leading up to the publication of this White Paper, Euronext has 
reaffirmed its commitment to the migration of Irish securities from Euroclear UK & Ireland to Euroclear Bank by the end of 
March 2021.

(1) Further details of the Working Group and Steering Board are contained in the Annexes.
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In view of the possibility of a no-deal Brexit, Euroclear, the Irish User Committee and relevant Irish Authorities have worked to 
ensure continuity of service by Euroclear UK & Ireland for Irish corporate securities for a fixed period of time in the event of a 
no-deal Brexit in recognition of the fact that a viable alternative solution would take some time to establish and be effective. 
To this end, in December 2018, the European Commission issued a time-limited emergency equivalence for UK CSDs to 
continue to act as Issuer CSD for EU securities in the event of a no-deal Brexit until March 2021.

In March 2019, the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) announced its time-limited recognition (also until March  
2021) of Euroclear UK & Ireland as a third-country CSD in accordance with Article 25 of the EU CSD Regulation to be effective  
in the event of a no-deal Brexit. Euroclear UK & Ireland has also secured direct euro liquidity from the ECB for that period.

Deputy Governor Donnery of the Central Bank of Ireland stated in a public speech on 5 March 2019, “However, due to the 
UK leaving the EU, the current [CSD] arrangements are not sustainable. To mitigate against potential market disruptions, 
the Central Bank has engaged extensively with European counterparts including the ECB, the European Commission, ESMA 
and the Bank of England while also working with domestic stakeholders including the Department of Finance, the National 
Treasury Management Agency and the relevant regulated firms. Thankfully, this immediate cliff edge risk has been largely 
mitigated with the European Commission’s decision to grant temporary arrangements for the CSDs until 29 March 2021. The 
Central Bank will continue to liaise with the relevant stakeholders to ensure a long term solution is implemented on time.”

Likewise, the Irish Minister for Finance has made it clear publicly to the European Financial Forum on 13 February 2019, that 
it is the expectation for the market to transfer to Euroclear Bank within the period of emergency equivalence, “To that end, 
I want to especially highlight the decision of the European Commission in December to grant equivalence to the United 
Kingdom with regard to Central Securities Depositories. This time limited equivalence decision has provided welcome clarity 
for the Irish equity and ETF market and provides a 2-year period to transfer settlement to Euroclear Bank Belgium. Euronext 
Dublin, Euroclear, the Irish market and State authorities are all working closely together to ensure this transfer occurs in a 
timely fashion with minimal disruption to the Irish market. For this complex project, the one certainty we have is the two-year 
timeline from the end of March, and all parties must work to complete the transfer within this period of time. We must all 
accept that Brexit is a disruptive event which has negative impacts on business models and ways of operating. This requires 
us all to accept certain changes and to accept previous long standing certainties are no longer available.”

The proposal set out in this White Paper seeks to achieve that objective for the market within the set timeframe of March 2021.

The change of CSD for the Irish market as outlined in this White Paper is a complex operation that entails a potentially 
high level of risk for all market stakeholders. The timeframe within which to achieve the change is demanding and non-
extendible and requires immediate focus and engagement from market participants. The legal basis used to give effect to 
the migration of securities remains an open question with complexities associated with all available options. However, the 
market and Euroclear are strongly and unanimously of the opinion that migration by legislative act is the least risky option. 
The Irish Authorities are actively engaged in discussions with us to assess the different migration options and are undertaking 
the necessary legal analysis, having taken note of our and the market’s strong preference for a migration by legislative act. 
Individual Issuers of Irish corporate securities should assess their own migration options in view of their corporate set up and 
on the basis of their legal analysis.

A number of detailed questions have been raised by market stakeholders through the consultation period leading up to 
publication of this White Paper, some of which we have not been able to address in this paper due to timing constraints.  
We will work with the relevant market stakeholders to respond to these questions and increase the level of operational detail 
of the Euroclear Bank model throughout the Implementation Period.

In order for the change to be successful, full market support and collaboration will be necessary, including the continued 
support of the Irish Authorities, to minimise market and systemic risk. A successful migration to Euroclear Bank as Issuer CSD 
will see the Irish market benefit from a trusted Eurozone multi-currency CSD with scale and connectivity across a spectrum of 
global market participants.
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1.2 Conventions

Throughout this White Paper:

• all instances of:

- ‘we’, ‘us’, and ‘our’ refer to Euroclear Bank

- ‘you’ or ‘your’ refers to the Euroclear Bank Participant

• we make specific reference to all other actors (i.e. Irish Authorities, Issuer, Registrar, Issuing Paying Agent…)

• all times in this document:

- refer to Central European Time (CET), unless stated otherwise

- appear in the 24-hour clock format
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Admission criteria – The rules governing whether an entity can become a Participant of Euroclear Bank, 
available on euroclear.com.

Articles of Association AoA A document that specifies the regulations for a company’s operations and defines  
the company’s purpose.

Asset Protection Pack – The set of documents outlining the legal protection of assets held in Euroclear Bank, 
available on my.euroclear.com.

Bank of England BoE –

Brexit – The UK’s withdrawal from the European Union.

Central Bank of Ireland CBI –

Central Counterparties CCPs –

CREST Depository Interest CDI A CREST Depository Interest (CDI) is a security governed by UK law which represents  
an interest in an underlying international security. They security is issued by Euroclear 
UK & Ireland in the form of a dematerialised depository receipt as part of its investor 
CSD service. Investors can then trade and settle the underlying international security 
like a domestic instrument.

CREST system – The technical system operated by Euroclear UK & Ireland to provide CSD services.

Central Securities Depository CSD

CSD Regulation CSDR Regulation (EU) No 909/2014 of the European Parliament and of the Council of  
23 July 2014 on improving securities settlement in the European Union and on  
central securities depositories.

EasyWay – Euroclear Bank’s web-based interface to access Euroclear Bank services.

European Central Bank ECB –

European Economic Area EEA –

European Union EU –

Euro EUR –

Euroclear Bank EB Refers to Euroclear Bank SA/NV, an international CSD (ICSD) operated from Belgium 
and part of the Euroclear group.

Euroclear group – Includes Euroclear Bank, Euroclear Belgium, Euroclear Finland, Euroclear France, 
Euroclear Nederland, Euroclear Sweden and Euroclear UK & Ireland.

Euroclear SA/NV ESA The immediate parent company of the Euroclear group CSDs.

Euroclear System – The Securities Settlement System (SSS) operated by Euroclear Bank and governed  
by Belgian law.

Euroclear UK & Ireland EUI The UK CSD currently operating the CREST system and part of the Euroclear group.

European Securities and 
Markets Authority

ESMA –

Euronext Dublin ENX Formerly known as the Irish Stock Exchange.

Exchange Traded Funds ETFs A Fund of which at least one class of Fund Shares is traded throughout the day on at 
least one trading venue and has at least one Authorised Participant, who is appointed 
by such Fund, to provide the primary market activity

2 Glossary of terms and abbreviations

Name Acronym Meaning
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International Exchange-
Traded Fund

iETF An Exchange-traded Fund where the issuance of Fund Shares occurs through the 
international structure using a Common Depository.

Implementation Period The period currently envisaged from April 2019 to March 2021 when the market 
prepares for the migration of Issuer CSD from Euroclear UK & Ireland to Euroclear Bank.

Investor CSD A CSD that either is a participant in the Securities Settlement System operated by 
another CSD or that uses a third party or an intermediary that is a participant in the 
Securities Settlement System operated by another CSD in relation to a securities issue.

Irish Authorities – Collective term for the Central Bank of Ireland, Department of Finance, Department of 
Business, Enterprise and Innovation (DBEI) and the Revenue Commissioners.

Irish corporate securities – Corporate bonds, equities and ETFs constituted under the laws of Ireland.

Irish User Committee – As required by the CSD Regulation, Euroclear UK & Ireland, which operates the 
Securities Settlement System for Ireland, has established a user committee for Ireland 
comprising representatives of the participants and issuers in the system.

Issuer – The entity creating a security.

Issuer CSD – A CSD providing CSDR core services of notary, central maintenance and securities 
settlement in relation to a securities issue.

London Stock Exchange LSE –

Migration – The move of Issuer CSD for Irish corporate securities from Euroclear UK & Ireland  
to Euroclear Bank.

National Bank of Belgium NBB –

Participant – A client of Euroclear Bank.

Pound Sterling GBP –

Register of members – A register in which is recorded the name and addresses of each member of a company, 
the number of shares held by each member, and the dates on which a person was 
entered in the register, and the date on which any person ceased to be a member.

Registrar – An organisation responsible for maintaining the register of members on behalf of the 
company, and other connected matters.

Securities Account – Once you enter into an agreement to participate in the Euroclear System we will open 
at least one Account for you which contains a Securities Clearance Account to which 
securities accepted in the Euroclear System are credited.

Securities eligibility criteria – The rules to assess whether a security can be admitted to the Euroclear system, 
available in the Operating Procedures of the Euroclear system.

Securities Settlement System SSS A system which permits the holding and transfer of securities, either free of payment 
or against payment (delivery versus payment) or against another asset (delivery versus 
delivery). It comprises all the institutional and technical arrangements required for 
the settlement of securities trades and the safekeeping of securities. The system can 
operate on a real-time gross settlement, gross settlement or net settlement basis. A 
settlement system allows for the calculation (clearing) of the obligations of participants.

Settlement Finality Directive SFD Directive 98/26/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 1998 on 
settlement finality in payment and securities settlement systems.

Settlement Finality 
Regulations

Irish SFRs Irish European Communities (Settlement Finality) Regulations 2010.

Society for Worldwide 
Interbank Financial 
Telecommunications 

SWIFT Global communication network that facilitates 24-hour secure international exchange 
of payment instructions between banks, central banks, multinational corporations, and 
major securities firms.

Name Acronym Meaning
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Name Acronym Meaning

Stock loan transaction SLO

Stock loan return transaction SLR

TARGET2 T2 The real-time gross settlement (RTGS) system for the euro, developed and owned by 
the Eurosystem.

TARGET2-Securities T2S The single, pan-European platform for securities settlement in central bank money 
developed and owned by the Eurosystem.

Term and Conditions  – Terms and Conditions governing use of Euroclear as supplemented by the Operating 
Procedures of the Euroclear System.

Third country – The term ‘third country’ is used to refer to countries which are not in the EU.

Uncertificated Securities 
Regulations

Irish USRs Irish Companies Act, 1990 (Uncertificated Securities) Regulations, 1996.

The United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland

UK –

US Dollar USD –
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3 Why Euroclear Bank is a good fit as 
Issuer CSD for Irish corporate securities

Euroclear Bank is an International Central Securities Depository providing core and ancillary CSD services as defined in CSDR 
(and further described below). The primary role of Euroclear Bank is to provide a safe, efficient and cost-effective operational 
environment for providing post-trade services within the markets it has links with and for the Participants it serves.

The Euroclear group, through Euroclear UK & Ireland, has successfully operated as the CSD and Securities Settlement System 
(SSS) for Irish corporate securities for over 20 years and Euroclear Bank has been the CSD for Irish government bonds since 
2000. This has allowed us to build an expertise that we believe is transferable to the Irish corporate securities market. Given 
this group expertise and the in-depth knowledge we have of Irish corporate securities, we believe that Euroclear Bank is 
uniquely and strongly positioned to become the Issuer CSD for Irish corporate securities.

As a financial market infrastructure, Euroclear Bank provides services in line with both our regulatory environment and the 
operational and technical needs of our clients. We work hard to preserve our proven reputation as a secure, reliable and 
low-risk post-trade service provider. We deliver fast, efficient and low risk acceptance, issuance and distribution of securities 
with direct access to a broad range of investors across multiple jurisdictions and in multiple currencies. We automate complex 
corporate actions, continuously improving deadlines and reducing risks.

As a single-purpose bank focused on settlement and custody, we are driven by delivering increased efficiency, lowering 
operational costs and minimising operational risk for our clients. Our central service features include a single and easy access 
point to multiple post-trade services, markets and instruments.

As we look to the future, Euroclear is well-positioned. In Europe, the Euroclear group has a strong presence across equities 
and fixed income with over EUR 28.5 trillion held across the Euroclear (I)CSDs. With a total of EUR 13.5 trillion worth of 
assets under custody, Euroclear Bank is a leading provider of global post-trade services.

3.1 Our structure

Euroclear Bank is a wholly owned subsidiary of Euroclear SA/NV. The latter is also the parent company of the other Euroclear 
group CSDs. The Euroclear group is privately owned by shareholders who are generally users of Euroclear’s services, aiming 
both at protection of the group entities and the markets and the Participants it serves.

The Euroclear group currently provides:

•  International Central Securities Depository (ICSD) services through Euroclear Bank

•  Central Securities Depository (CSD) services in:

- Belgium  Euroclear Belgium

- Finland  Euroclear Finland

- France  Euroclear France

- Ireland  Euroclear UK & Ireland and Euroclear Bank

- Netherlands  Euroclear Nederland

- Sweden  Euroclear Sweden

- United Kingdom  Euroclear UK & Ireland
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3.2 Core CSD activities

Under the proposed operating model for Irish corporate securities, Euroclear Bank will provide notary, securities settlement 
and central maintenance services (as described below) defined in CSDR in respect of those Irish securities held in Euroclear 
Bank and will therefore become the Issuer CSD for those securities. New issues, asset servicing, banking services and other 
ancillary CSD activities will be available for Irish corporate securities, as described in Chapter 6 of this document.

Notary services

Notary services are defined as the initial admission and/or establishment of certificated or dematerialised securities in book 
entry form. The definition refers to the initial representation and subsequent maintenance of securities in book-entry form 
through initial credit and subsequent credits or debits to Participant’s Securities Clearance Accounts.

Securities issuances (or a portion thereof) are usually deposited into a CSD that is responsible for ensuring that the number of 
securities initially created equals the total number of securities in circulation (booked in investors’ accounts) at any time.

Central maintenance services

Central maintenance services consist of providing and maintaining Securities Clearance Accounts at the top-tier level.

Securities settlement services

Euroclear Bank offers settlement services in commercial bank money on a full range of internationally-traded securities, 
against payment in 51 currencies or free of payment.

3.3 Credit rating 

We are currently rated AA+ by Fitch Ratings and AA by Standard & Poor’s. Our strong ratings reflect:

• our capital strength

• our commercial success and prospects

• the effectiveness of our risk controls and strong risk management culture

• our major role as an ICSD in the international post-trade securities services industry
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3.4 Our clients 

We service about 2,000 clients. Our global client franchise encompasses over 100 central banks, global and local custodians, 
broker/dealers, central counterparties, commercial and investment banks, investment managers, supranational organisations, 
issuers and institutional investors.

3.5 Business resilience

Business resilience is core to our risk management strategy. This is highlighted by the significant commitment made by the 
Euroclear group to maintaining high availability services and by its strong track record of performance in this area.

We avoid single points of failure and protect ourselves against incidents and disasters by devoting specific attention to:

• the resilience of our infrastructure and applications

• data and information protection

• ensuring the ongoing availability of operations in adverse operating conditions

Business continuity plans have been developed at corporate and departmental level to cover a number of defined scenarios, 
including the loss of an office, loss of staff and IT disaster recovery incidents.

As a financial market infrastructure, our services are delivered and managed by a large group of people and we ensure a high 
level of skills and resources at all times. There are no single dependencies for the provision of our services.

Full details of our structure, governance and business can be found on euroclear.com.
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4 Euroclear Bank as Issuer CSD  
for Irish corporate securities 

Over half of the existing Euroclear UK & Ireland users are already Euroclear Bank Participants and hold approximately 78% of 
the Irish corporate securities currently in issue. Therefore, those investors will have the option of using their existing accounts 
in Euroclear Bank to hold and settle Irish corporate securities when Euroclear Bank becomes the Issuer CSD.

The remaining Euroclear UK & Ireland users currently holding Irish corporate securities in Euroclear UK & Ireland but are not 
Euroclear Bank Participants have several options which can be summarised as follows:

•  become a Euroclear Bank Participant (for which they will have to meet the defined admission criteria described below)

or

• find alternative holding arrangements via an agent, custodian bank or broker to hold these securities in Euroclear 
Bank or hold the security via Euroclear UK & Ireland where Euroclear UK & Ireland is acting as an investor CSD

Our Relationship Managers will be working with all Euroclear UK & Ireland users holding or settling Irish corporate securities 
during the Implementation Period to make sure that they are aware of the change and understand the respective options 
open to them so that they have taken all necessary actions by the date of migration.

4.1 Becoming a Euroclear Bank Participant for Irish corporate securities

Euroclear Bank’s access rules provide for fair and open access to applicants for participation in the Euroclear System. The 
rules apply evenly to all entities on the basis of objective, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria. All Participants in 
Euroclear Bank are direct participants.

The Participant admission criteria in Euroclear Bank are different to those of Euroclear UK & Ireland. Not all current Euroclear 
UK & Ireland participants will meet the Euroclear Bank admission criteria to become Euroclear Bank Participants.Access to 
Euroclear Bank is granted on business, legal, compliance and risk considerations, which take into account the regulatory 
environment governing Euroclear Bank and the limited risk profile Euroclear Bank should maintain as a financial  
market infrastructure.

The admission process is documented in the Operating Procedures of the Euroclear System that form part of the Terms and 
Conditions governing the use of Euroclear. The Management Committee has the final decision on granting or refusing access 
to any applicant, based on a recommendation made by a multidisciplinary internal forum called the Admission Committee.

Applicants are subject to a rigorous compliance review and are assessed taking into account five admission criteria (see the 
next page). These admission criteria are risk-based. Upon admission, the Participant must comply with the admission criteria  
on an ongoing basis.
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Criterion The applicant needs to…

Adequate financial resources demonstrate the possession of adequate financial resources to run its business on a ‘going concern’ 
basis and meet its obligations towards Euroclear Bank, the Euroclear System and its Participants

Operational and technological 
capacity

demonstrate adequate operational and technological capacity to participate in the Euroclear 
System, to ensure business continuity and avoid material adverse impact on the integrity of the 
Euroclear System

Legal capacity demonstrate the legal capacity and ability to accept and comply with the Terms and Conditions 
governing use of Euroclear System

Internal control & risk

management

have an appropriate internal control and risk management framework in place to preserve the 
integrity of the Euroclear System

Ethical standards have adequate ethical standards that protect the integrity of the Euroclear System

Applicants to become a Euroclear Bank Participant should allow for sufficient time to complete the admission process.  
You can find full details of our admission criteria and admissions process on euroclear.com.
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4.2 Eligibility of Irish corporate securities in Euroclear Bank

All securities admitted to Euroclear Bank must satisfy our defined securities eligibility criteria which relate to fungibility, 
regulatory and tax considerations among others. Information relating to all securities accepted in Euroclear Bank will be input 
into our Securities Database.

All future issues of Irish corporate securities will be assessed by our New Issues department, following a standard control 
procedure to ensure the security meets the securities eligibility criteria for it to be set up in Euroclear Bank. New securities 
issues can be accepted at the request of Issuers, Issuing Agents, Participants or Lead Managers.

We have carried out an eligibility review of the 657 Irish corporate securities currently held in Euroclear UK & Ireland to assess 
whether they meet our securities eligibility criteria:

• 78% (510 securities) are already admitted in Euroclear Bank

• of the remaining 22% (147 securities):

- 51% (75 securities) could satisfy the criteria to become eligible in Euroclear Bank

- 49% (72 securities) are undergoing further analysis  
(note: we expect most of them to satisfy the criteria to become eligible)

We will support only dematerialised Irish corporate securities; it will not be possible to hold physical securities in Euroclear Bank.  
As part of the process to define the operating model, Euroclear has worked closely with the Registrars for Irish corporate 
securities to enable investors who want to maintain a ‘name on register’ holding to be able to do so. This model requires the 
Registrars to build a SWIFT connection to Euroclear Bank which they have agreed to do during the Implementation Period,  
to be ready and duly tested in time for the Migration.

It will therefore be possible for investors to hold Irish corporate securities other than through the Euroclear System, and they 
could be held directly on the register with the Issuer. CSDR specifies a deadline of 1 January 2023, after which all  
new issuances of securities must be represented in book-entry form, which in turn means that a dematerialisation model for 
Ireland has to be developed by the end of 2022 at the latest.

Dematerialisation will be a significant project given the current prevalence of share certificates held by Irish retail shareholders.  
There is consensus among the Registrars for Irish corporate securities that it will not be feasible to facilitate the end-to-end 
development and implementation of dematerialisation if commencement of the project is delayed until the implementation 
of the new CSD model. The Working Group supports the development of an appropriate dematerialisation model in parallel 
but as a separate project to the change of Issuer CSD, and recognises that adopting this approach would assist firms in 
mitigating system development costs.
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5 Legal framework for Euroclear Bank as 
Issuer CSD for Irish corporate securities 
and regulatory status of Euroclear Bank

Euroclear Bank will become the Issuer CSD for Irish corporate securities in place of Euroclear UK & Ireland. Under the 
proposed operating model, investors who want to hold their securities outside of Euroclear Bank will be able to hold them 
directly on the register or by entering into arrangements with the relevant Registrar or their broker.

In Euroclear Bank, the immobilisation of securities is governed by Belgian Royal Decree No. 62, which provides for the 
possibility to hold securities on a fungible basis and for a circulation of those securities via book-entry with a related asset 
protection regime (described in further detail below). This model is currently used by over 2,000 financial institutions across 
the globe to hold EUR13.5 trillion worth of assets in Euroclear Bank.

5.1 Operating model

The Euroclear Bank operating model differs from the Euroclear UK & Ireland model in that it is an ‘intermediated’ or ‘indirect’ 
model. It replicates, where appropriate, the operating and holding model in place for Irish government bonds which are 
already held in Euroclear Bank as Issuer CSD. Currently, Euroclear UK & Ireland operates the CREST Irish system, enabling 
the holding and transfer of electronic ‘name on register’ legal title to Irish securities, in accordance with the Uncertificated 
Securities Regulations (the USRs). Euroclear Bank will not be an ‘operator’ under the USRs and consequently the USRs will no 
longer be relevant in respect of Irish securities held in Euroclear Bank.

Functioning of Royal Decree No. 62

Securities are deposited with Euroclear Bank in accordance with the law of constitution of the security and subsequent book-
entry transfers in the Euroclear System are governed by Belgian law. Pursuant to such deposit, Euroclear Bank Participants are 
granted rights under Belgian law, pursuant to Belgian Royal Decree No. 62 (RD 62) (Belgian Law Rights).

In terms of RD 62:

• Belgian Law Rights provide an intangible co-ownership right on the pool of securities of the same issue held in the Euroclear  
System (i.e. in an arrangement equivalent to that provided under Irish law arrangements operated by custodians/intermediaries)

• rights to such securities are evidenced by entries to the Securities Clearance Account of the relevant Euroclear Bank Participant

• securities held by Euroclear Bank on behalf of Participants are fungible

• Euroclear Bank does not have any proprietary right in respect of securities booked to Euroclear Bank Participants’ Securities 
Clearance Accounts

• there is a right of recovery, i.e. a proprietary right to receive back the relevant quantity of underlying securities, in the event 
of the insolvency of Euroclear Bank

• attachments of Securities Clearance Accounts are prohibited, preventing third parties from attaching securities booked on 
a Securities Clearance Account
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Nature of holding as a matter of Irish law

While Belgian law gives certain direct rights to Euroclear Bank Participants (or the underlying client), this is subject to the 
laws applicable to the underlying security. In practice, as happens today in the CREST system (or other intermediated holding 
arrangements), security holder rights, voting, receipt of information and receipt of corporate action proceeds etc. will be 
exercised through the chain of intermediaries and facilitated by Euroclear Bank’s service offering.

Irish securities deposited with Euroclear Bank will be held by a wholly-owned subsidiary of Euroclear Bank, incorporated 
under English law (the Nominee). The Nominee holds securities pursuant to an existing English law trust arrangement 
between the Nominee and Euroclear Bank, in terms of which the Nominee holds securities on trust for Euroclear Bank. The 
Nominee and trust arrangement provide a high degree of legal certainty and insolvency protection for the assets held in the 
Euroclear System.

Consequently, the holder of Irish legal title to Irish securities held through the Euroclear System will be the Nominee. 
Euroclear Bank Participants will hold interests in the Irish securities in the form of book-entries in the Euroclear System (i.e. 
Belgian Law Rights). Transfers of securities in the Euroclear System result in a transfer of Belgian Law Rights, and there will be 
no change to the shareholder register maintained in Ireland.

Holders of Irish securities can also hold them outside the Euroclear System directly in certificated form. The register of 
such certificated holders will continue to be maintained by or on behalf of each Issuer. Holders are freely able to move 
holdings from certificated form into and back out of the CSD. Any actions which the end investor wishes to exercise directly 
themselves in the capacity of member of the relevant Issuer company can be done so by holding directly in certificated form.

Under Irish law as it currently stands, an Issuer is required to issue a share certificate within two months of a transfer or 
allotment of shares. Our view is that provision should be made in law to remove that requirement where the allotted or 
transferred shares are allotted or transferred to an authorised CSD or its nominee. Similarly, provision should be made in 
legislation providing that title to securities admitted to an intermediated settlement system may be evidenced and transferred 
without a written instrument (i.e. stock transfer form). This change will need to be agreed with the Irish Authorities and their 
implementation will be subject to successful enactment of the necessary legislation.

The relationship between Euroclear Bank and its Participants, in respect of Irish corporate securities held in Euroclear Bank, 
is defined in the Euroclear Bank contractual documentation (Operating Procedures of the Euroclear System, Terms and 
Conditions governing the use of Euroclear and other service-specific contractual agreements (including, but not limited to, 
the Online Market Guide for Ireland).

Irish Issuer

Issuing and Paying 
Agent

As legal 
owner

Individuals name 
on Register

Euroclear Bank 
Nominee

In line with 
contractual 

relationship with 
the CSD

Register of members
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by the Registrar
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governed by 
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in the shares
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fungible pool 
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held by 
Euroclear 
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5.2 Asset protection under Royal Decree No. 62

We offer our Participants holding Irish corporate securities in Euroclear Bank strong asset protection, evidenced by our track 
record and Participants who have entrusted us with EUR 13.5 trillion of their assets, as well as, our AA+ (Fitch Ratings) and 
AA (Standard & Poor’s) ratings.

Belgian Law

Belgian legislation provides for a clear and sound basis for admission and book-entry transfers of immobilised, dematerialised 
or registered securities, regardless of whether or not those securities are governed by Belgian law.

Securities are held and transferred in the Euroclear System via book-entry, under various (but similar) regimes of fungibility, 
depending on the nature of the securities (Belgian Royal Decree No. 62 on the Deposit of Fungible Financial Instruments and 
the Settlement of Transactions involving such Instruments, Law of 02 January 1991 on the market in public debt securities 
and monetary policy instrument, Law of 22 July 1991 on commercial paper and certificates of deposit, and the Belgian 
Companies code).

The Belgian Royal Decree No. 62 and the other relevant pieces of legislation referred to above provide for a two-tier structure 
of asset protection, benefiting the Participants of the Euroclear System and their underlying clients. The financial instruments 
held with us are protected against both the insolvency of Euroclear Bank and of its Participants.

This asset protection regime does not apply to cash deposits where Euroclear Bank becomes the legal owner of the cash 
deposited with it and the depositor retains only an unsecured contractual claim against Euroclear Bank.

In addition, securities and cash held with Euroclear Bank are by virtue of law immune from attachment by creditors of 
account holders and any third party.

The rights that Euroclear Bank Participants holding Irish corporate securities have in respect of a security are rights against 
Euroclear Bank. As noted above, Euroclear Bank Participants or their underlying clients will generally not have rights  
as a member of the Issuer company (as defined in Irish law) enforceable against an issuer of an Irish corporate security. 
However, they do have the right to the full economic benefit of the security and these rights are exercised under contractual 
arrangement with Euroclear Bank, see the Asset servicing section in Chapter 6.
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5.3 Settlement finality

Settlement finality is governed by the EU Settlement Finality Directive (SFD) which is implemented into Belgian law by the 
Act of 28 April 1999. This legislation effectively ensures irrevocability and finality of transfer orders executed in a Securities 
Settlement System (‘System’). The Euroclear System, operated by Euroclear Bank, is designated as a System under Belgian 
law.

Our settlement finality rules:

• are defined in our Operating Procedures of the Euroclear System, which together with our Terms and Conditions 
governing the use of Euroclear constitute the SFD system rules

• ensure delivery-versus-payment settlement and the finality of settlement

Irish settlement finality rules will not be applicable under the Euroclear Bank model as there is no transfer of Irish legal title. 
Therefore, we will not require SFD designation under Irish law (unlike Euroclear UK & Ireland).

5.4 Changes to Irish Company Law to accommodate the Euroclear Bank model

The consultation process undertaken for this White Paper has involved a considerable focus on any potential Irish Company 
Law or other legislative change which is essential to enable the operating model of Euroclear Bank to function. This has 
included taking advice from Irish legal counsel, discussions with the Irish Authorities and extensive engagement with 
representatives of the Irish legal community.

We have identified and highlighted to the Irish Authorities areas where specific, limited legal changes will be required.  
These include:

• changes to allow migration to occur by operation of law (rather than by individual schemes of arrangement per issuer,  
or other existing mechanism (see section 8 for a more detailed description of the migration process)

• corporate law changes to disapply the requirement for share certificates to be issued in respect of shares held or to be 
held through Euroclear Bank, and to remove the need for a written instrument of transfer for transfers of shares out of 
Euroclear Bank

• changes to disapply the scheme of arrangement requirement for approval by a majority in number (and corresponding 
amendments elsewhere in the Companies Act 2014)

• changes to the charge to stamp duty (pending discussions with the authorities - please see section 6.5.4 for further detail)

Legal work will continue over the coming weeks, including continued engagement with the Irish legal community and 
Irish Authorities, in order to agree and give effect to all necessary legal changes that are on the critical path to successful 
migration to the Euroclear Bank model.

Therefore, our model for Irish corporate securities will not necessitate a fundamental change in Irish Company Law and we 
have not identified any other legal impediment to the implementation of the Euroclear Bank operating model.
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5.5 Regulatory basis for servicing Irish corporate securities

Euroclear Bank is supervised by the National Bank of Belgium as a credit institution under Belgian Banking Law. Euroclear 
Bank also has the status of settlement institution under Belgian Royal Decree No. 62 on the deposit of fungible financial 
instruments and the settlement of transactions involving such instruments, and is recognised as a ‘central depository for 
financial instruments’.

In addition, the NBB has designated Euroclear Bank as a domestic systemicall-important institution under Belgian Banking 
Law and the Capital Requirements Directive.

The Euroclear System, operated by Euroclear Bank, is also overseen by the NBB.

Euroclear Bank is also subject to supervision by the Belgian Financial Services and Market Authority (FSMA) for matters which 
fall within the competences of the FSMA.

Euroclear Bank’s application for authorisation as a CSD under the CSD Regulation is currently with the National Bank of 
Belgium with whom we are working very closely to secure our authorisation, which is expected to be in place before the 
migration.

We will exercise CSDR passporting rights in respect of Irish corporate securities, which will:

• enable us to act as Issuer CSD for securities constituted under Irish law

• cover our existing service for the Irish government bonds and international ETFs we hold today and Irish corporate 
securities in future

The NBB will liaise with the Central Bank of Ireland in relation to the oversight of Euroclear Bank’s passported services for 
Irish corporate securities, in accordance with the provisions in CSDR.
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6 Euroclear Bank services  
for Irish corporate securities

We will offer the following services for Irish corporate securities:

• new issues

• settlement

• securities lending and borrowing

• asset servicing

• tax

• collateral management

• banking

In the following sections, we give an overview of the services that we will make available for Irish corporate securities under 
the proposed operating model. During the Implementation Period, we will be working with the relevant market stakeholders 
to ensure that the services’ level and processes take due account of the market setup and enable efficient operation of the 
Irish corporate securities market. Before migration, we will issue an updated market guide for Ireland which will provide a 
detailed description of our services for Irish corporate securities.

6.1 New issues

We will offer four types of issuance for Irish corporate securities in Euroclear Bank:

1. non-syndicated distribution

2. cross-border distribution (mark-up/mark-down)

3. international ETF issuance (iETF)

4. domestic ETF issuance
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6.1.1 Non-syndicated distribution

Issuance a/c

Issuer

Registrar

Euroclear 
Participant a/c 2

Request for 
creation 

Effective 
issuance

Euroclear 
Participant a/c 1

1

2

Cash transfer 
to Issuer 

Credit 
securities 
into Issuance 
account 

5

3

4

Client A    Client B
Euroclear Bank Nominee

Step What happens

1 The Issuer requests the Registrar to issue the new security (Note: Issuers/Registrars need to ensure the security is eligible in

Euroclear Bank)

2 The Registrar records the total dematerialised amount in the Euroclear Bank Nominee account on the legal register

3 • The Issuing Agent sends a SWIFT MT 540 receipt free of payment instruction to Euroclear Bank

• Upon receipt of a SWIFT MT 544 confirmation from the Registrar, we credit the respective amount to the Issuing Agent’s 
distribution account (Issuance account) in Euroclear Bank

4 As soon as the securities have been credited to the Issuance Account, they can be delivered by the Issuing Agent to other 
Euroclear Bank Participants, free (via SWIFT MT 542) or against payment (via SWIFT MT 543), upon receipt of matching 
instructions by Euroclear Bank

5 • For an against payment distribution, the Issuing Agent pays the Issuer directly from its Issuance account in Euroclear 
Bank

• For a free of payment distribution, the Issuing Agent decides how to pay the Issuer
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6.1.2 Initial cross-border distribution (mark-up/mark-down) 

Issuer

Registrar

Euroclear 
Participant a/c 2

Request for creation 

Securities Cash

Payment

Effective issuance

Euroclear 
Participant a/c 1

6 1

2

43

Euroclear 
Participant a/c 3

Client A    Client B
Euroclear Bank Nominee

5

Step What happens

1 The Issuer requests the Registrar to issue the new security (Note: Issuers/Registrars need to ensure the security is eligible in 
Euroclear Bank)

2 The Registrar:

• records the total dematerialised amount in the Euroclear Bank Nominee account

• records the marked up position by crediting the Euroclear Bank Nominee account with the increased position to be held 
by each EB Participant

3 • Every credit for a different Euroclear Bank Participant is booked as a separate entry in the Euroclear Bank  
Nominee account. The Registrar sends a SWIFT MT 544 per entry

• We create allegement messages for the respective Securities Clearance Accounts of the initial investors

4 • The initial investors send matching SWIFT MT 540 free of payment receipt instructions which we match with the 
allegement messages we created

• Upon matching, we credit the respective securities account of the initial investors. If we do not receive a matching  
free of payment receipt instruction from the Participant we will return the allegement to the Registrar

5 As soon as the securities have been credited to the initial investors’ accounts, they can be delivered onward, free or against 
payment, upon receipt of matching instructions by Euroclear Bank

6 • The initial investors need to make separate arrangements with the Registrar as to when and how they will pay  
for their initial allotment

• We do not intervene in the payment the Registrar makes to the Issuer
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6.1.3 International ETF issuance

The international ETF (iETF) issuance model will continue to operate as it does already today. A global certificate is created 
and held by the Common Depository under its CD Nominees account with the Registrar. Upon issuance, the ETF is 
distributed through a transfer agent’s account in Euroclear Bank. The Authorised Participant (AP) instructs the transfer agent 
(TA) to deliver the securities to their accounts in the ICSDs.

AP

TA

Common 
DepositoryRegistrar

TA

AP

Securities

Euroclear Bank

Common Depository 
Nominees

Euroclear Bank 
omnibus account

cash2

3

1

5

64

7 8

Step What happens

1 The AP places an order with the TA (Note: Issuers/Registrars need to ensure the security is eligible in Euroclear Bank)

2 The TA confirms the order

Note: in this process, the AP sends its creation/mark-up orders directly to the TA. These movements will be reflected as settlement 
instructions in Euroclear Bank

3 The TA provides the Registrar with all the mark-up details of the units to be placed in the CD nominees account

4 The Registrar provides the Common Depository with all the mark-up details

5 The Common Depository credits the Euroclear Bank omnibus account in favour of the TA’s account in Euroclear Bank

6 The Common Depository sends a credit confirmation to Euroclear Bank into the TA’s account

7 • The TA sends instructions to us to deliver the ETF from its account to the AP’s account

• The AP sends instructions to receive the ETF from the TA’s account

8 • We match the delivery versus receipt instructions (assuming they are correctly formatted and contain the same information)

• Against payment (DVP) settlement takes place

For more details on the international ETF, please refer to our ETFs made easy – Service description, available upon request.
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6.1.4 Domestic ETF issuance

In the Euroclear Bank domestic model, ETF shares behave like any domestic ETF (e.g. LSE activity settles only in Euroclear  
UK & Ireland) while in the ICSD model, the stock exchange activity settle in Euroclear Bank (e.g. LSE activity settles only in 
Euroclear Bank) allowing for a centralised and efficient settlement across several trading venues/markets. In the Euroclear 
Bank domestic model, the primary market will be settling in Euroclear Bank as the home CSD is Euroclear Bank instead of 
Euroclear UK & Ireland.

AP

TA

Registrar

TA

AP

Securities

Euroclear Bank

Euroclear Bank 
Nominee

cash2

3

1

5

4

6 7

Step What happens

1 The AP places an order with the TA (Note: Issuers/Registrars need to ensure the security is eligible in Euroclear Bank)

2 The TA confirms the order

Note: in this process, the AP sends its creation/mark-up orders directly to the TA. These movements will be reflected as settlement 
instructions in Euroclear Bank

3 The TA provides the Registrar with all the mark-up details of the units to be placed in the Euroclea Bank Nominee account

4 The Registrar sends a credit confirmation to Euroclear Bank into the TA’s account

5 Euroclear Bank credits the TA’s account in Euroclear Bank

6 • The TA sends instructions to us to deliver the ETF from its account to the AP’s account

• The AP sends instructions to receive the ETF from the TA’s account

7 • We match the delivery versus receipt instructions (assuming they are correctly formatted and contain the same information)

• Against payment (DVP) settlement takes place
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6.1.5 Integrity of the issue

We guarantee the integrity of the portion of each new security issued in Euroclear Bank. To ensure this, we undertake:

• a daily reconciliation of securities balances – against the balances reported by the Registrar (SWIFT MT 535 Statement  
of Balances)

• a daily reconciliation of movements – against the transactions on the EB nominee account reported by the Registrar  
(SWIFT MT 536 Statement of Transactions)

If we identify a break, we will investigate the root cause of the break and take the necessary actions (either book a missing  
or corrective movement in Euroclear Bank or request the Registrar to book a missing or corrective movement).

6.2 Settlement services

We will offer a Securities Settlement System for Irish corporate securities which will be eligible for transfer and settlement 
against payment in 51 currencies or free of payment.

Please note that Euroclear Bank when acting as Issuer CSD does not offer direct access to the T2S platform.

6.2.1 Key settlement principles

Fungibility We hold securities on a fungible basis. This means that Participants have rights to co-
ownership of the pool of securities we hold on behalf of clients, rather than rights to 
ownership of specific securities.

Confidentiality We record your holdings but do not hold details of the beneficial owners. 

The principles of confidentiality are based on our banking practices and on Belgian 
banking legislation.

Book-entry settlement Internal settlement does not involve the movement of underlying certificates and cash. 

It eliminates the risk associated with the physical transfer of securities. Securities and 
cash movements are reflected by changes in your Securities Clearance Account.

Delivery versus payment (DVP) Against payment transactions settle on a DVP basis. There is a simultaneous exchange 
of securities and cash. DVP settlement eliminates the principal risk that occurs when 
there is a time gap between delivery and payment.

Transaction-by-transaction 
settlement with dynamic recycling

Settlement in Euroclear Bank is designed to maximise the number of transactions 
that can be settled based on your available securities and cash positions. We recycle 
securities and cash positions exactly to optimise the number of transactions that can be 
successfully settled.

Multi-currency settlement Internal settlement in Euroclear Bank takes place on a multi-currency basis.

This allows you to settle transactions with other clients in any security against payment 
in any of the Euroclear Bank settlement currencies, regardless of the denomination 
currency of the security, provided the security has the multi-currency flag open.
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6.2.2 Overview of Euroclear Bank settlement day

• From an instruction perspective, we accept and validate instructions on a continuous basis any day of the year  
for the appropriate settlement dates

• From a settlement perspective, we are open from Monday to Friday, regardless of Belgian bank or legal holidays, 

• except for 25 December and 1 January

Settlement types

Settlement type Definition

Internal When both parties have an account in Euroclear Bank

External When one of the parties is a Euroclear Bank client and the other holds an account in the register

Bridge When one of the parties is a Euroclear Bank client and the other holds an account in Clearstream Banking 
Luxembourg (applicable for international ETF settlement only in respect of Irish corporate securities)

Against payment Settlement against any currency eligible in Euroclear Bank

Free of payment There is no cash leg to the transaction

You can also change the priority of a delivery instruction to ensure certain deliveries get executed before others. Doing so, 
you can increase settlement efficiency and potentially avoid buy-in or penalties.

Partial settlement will be possible in Euroclear Bank for internal settlement instructions (1). If the seller does not have the 
complete position available, we will automatically try to deliver as much as possible as long as the other Euroclear Bank 
Participant has not opted out of partial settlement at an account level or on a transaction basis. In Euroclear Bank, partial 
settlement will only be possible if the seller does not have the complete security position available. It will not be possible to 
partial a receipt because the buyer only has part of the cash or credit available.

6.2.3 Settlement flows

We are currently discussing with stock exchanges and trading platforms where there is material active trading in Irish 
corporate securities, the optimal settlement flows to support the operating model. We will seek to agree upon the most 
efficient settlement flows in view of the change of issuer CSD and the impacts of the possible changes to share trading 
obligations post Brexit.

Investors looking to hold Irish corporate securities in Euroclear UK & Ireland, as the Investor CSD, could hold the securities in 
the form of a CREST Depository Instrument (CDI). For the sake of transparency, CDIs are subject to different fees and benefit 
from different services than domestic securities.

(1) Available once Euroclear Bank has implemented settlement discipline regime under CSDR, currently planned for September 2020.

Real-time settlement
S - 1

Night-time 
settlement

Real-time settlement S 

18:3001:30 19:00 22:00 00:00 01:30
End of DVP

16:00
End of FOP

18:00 19:00

Mandatory optionalPre- 
positioning
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6.3 Securities Lending & Borrowing 

Euroclear UK & Ireland’s existing SLO/SLR service is not available in Euroclear Bank. If you want to lend/borrow Irish corporate 
securities in Euroclear Bank, you could either:

• sign up to our automated Securities Lending and Borrowing (SLB) Programme

- Our SLB Programme is an integral part of our settlement service. Whenever a settlement failure is detected due to a lack 
of securities in the Borrower’s Account, the SLB Program automatically generates a borrowing, provided that sufficient 
relevant securities are available in the lending pool

- Lenders can make securities held in their Securities Clearance Accounts available for lending on an automatic basis 
and at any time. Their Lendable Position is automatically determined during each SLB Processing run and Loans are 
allocated amongst Lenders according to set rules, preventing arbitrary selection. When securities become available on 
the Borrower’s Account, they are automatically returned to the Lenders

• enter an outright delivery instruction. Upon returning the securities you will need to enter a receipt instruction. As long 
as the correct stamp duty flags are mentioned on the transaction, the transaction will be considered exempt from stamp 
duty. We will not perform mark to market on this instruction

• sign up for the triparty securities lending service whereby Euroclear Bank can either handle the mark to market of 
the collateral (level 3), the collateral and the loan valuation (level 2) or the collateral, the loan valuation and the loan 
settlement (level 1)
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6.4 Asset servicing

We will offer our Participants a comprehensive suite of asset servicing features for Irish corporate securities. Our asset 
servicing offering will cover practically all the event types serviced by Euroclear UK & Ireland today, as outlined below.

6.4.1 Corporate actions

Given that Euroclear Bank is an intermediated model, the deadline by which you will have to enter your corporate actions 
instruction will be before the market deadline. Every elective corporate action notification sent out by Euroclear Bank will 
clearly mention the deadline by which we will need to receive your instruction so that it can still be processed in time by the 
Registrars.

Event types

We will process the following types of corporate actions for Irish corporate securities:
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Standard corporate actions

Event Description Euroclear Bank process

Dividend 
reinvestment

Possibility for shareholder, instead of receiving the cash 
dividend, to reinvest it into shares of the company

Participants are able to elect via SWIFT or EasyWay 
for either option announced in the corporate action 
notification

Dividend with 
currency option

Possibility for shareholder to receive the cash dividend 
in another currency than the one usually paid on the 
market. Up to three different currencies can be offered 
by the company

Participants are able to elect via SWIFT or EasyWay for 
either option announced in the event (default action is 
to receive the main currency)

Tender offer/
Purchase offer

Possibility for shareholders to sell all or part of their 
shares to another party (can be the company or a third 
party) at a pre-defined price

Participants who wish to participate are able to elect 
via SWIFT or EasyWay

Subscription with 
rights/Open offer/
Priority issue

In order to increase its capital, a company can offer its 
existing shareholders the possibility to buy more shares 
in the company, usually at a price that is lower than the 
market price

Participants who wish to participate are able to 
elect via SWIFT or EasyWay. Options are available for 
subscription and over- subscription

Dutch auction A public purchase offer where shareholders announce 
the price for which they are willing to sell their shares, 
and where the final offering price is determined after 
all bids have been taken in

Participants who wish to participate are able to elect 
via SWIFT or EasyWay. There are as many possible 
options as there are price increments to choose from

Complex corporate actions

Event Description Euroclear Bank process

Right of takeover The security holder with the requisite majority has the 
right to launch a takeover offer on the remaining shares

A change of Irish corporate law to facilitate electronic 
take up of takeovers is being considered

Upon the request of a Euroclear Bank Participant, we 
issue a Statement of Account to the Participant who 
could then enrich its own Statement of Holding with 
the data and provide it to the target Issuer

Treasury shares Such shares are part of the company capital but not the 
issued capital.

They are held in a designated account by the Issuer. 
The shares are not taken into consideration for income, 
dividend or voting events

Treasury shares would be held by the Issuer in an 
account opened in the name of the Issuer on the 
register.

When the Issuer decides to raise more capital, treasury 
shares can be allocated by the Issuer and distributed in 
Euroclear Bank via the normal issuance process

Pre-emption rights A right for a specific security holder to buy additional 
securities, resulting from a direct agreement with the 
Issuer

We will only see the outcome of the rights exercise 
(i.e. a mark-up where some Participants will receive 
additional securities)

Corporate actions 
with options

Security holder can choose between several proceed 
options

The same options will be available in Euroclear Bank, 
with instructions to be submitted via MT 565 or 
EasyWay

Evergreens Standing election that remains valid for all future 
dividends with options on a same security

Not possible in Euroclear Bank
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Process

Step What happens

1 The Issuer informs the Registrar (acting as the Issuing & Paying Agent (IPA)) of a corporate action

2 The Registrar informs us of the corporate action via SWIFT

3 We notify impacted Participants of the corporate action (based on the Participant’s holding on the Record Date)

4 For elective events, the Participant can instruct either by:

• sending us an MT 565 Corporate Action Instruction or

• entering their instruction in EasyWay Corporate Actions

5 After positioning the instruction for cash/securities, we send the instructions we received to the Registrar via SWIFT

6 The Registrar confirms receipt of the instructions via SWIFT

7 The Registrar processes the instruction and:

• requests its Cash Correspondent to credit our account with the Cash Correspondent (for cash proceeds)

• confirms the processing of the corporate action (debit or resource securities, credit or cash and/or securities proceeds  
to us via SWIFT

8 We:

• debit the Participant’s account with the resource securities (where relevant)

• credit the Participant’s account with the proceeds

• report the booking to the Participant via SWIFT and EasyWay Corporate Actions

Note: where certification is required to participate in a voluntary corporate action, we will inform the Participant via 
corporate action notification. The Participant can confirm certification is in place in their corporate action instruction.

Issuer Registrar/Agent

The Registar acts upon 
instruction from Euroclear

Notification

2

Instruction

5

Status 
update

6

Confirmation

7

Instruction

Credit/debit outcome
8

Credit/debit outcome
3

4

Corporate action

1

Participant
Euroclear Bank
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6.4.2 Nationality declaration 

Individual companies may have legal or regulatory obligations to limit the ownership of a security type by a foreign investor.

Where this is the case, upon acquisition of the securities, details of the investor’s nationality are provided to the CSD via a 
nationality declaration.

Currently only one Irish company operates such a requirement in Euroclear UK & Ireland. We are working with that company 
and their registrar to define the mechanism by which Euroclear Bank can provide it with the relevant information regarding 
the nationality of Participants holding that security in Euroclear Bank. As soon as the proposed process has been agreed, an 
update will be provide to stakeholders.

6.4.3 Market claims and transformations

A need for a market claim may arise if a distribution is credited to a party that is not entitled to it. This is because:

In the Euroclear System Irish market practice

We make payment to Participants with a holding on  
the Record Date

Distribution entitlement and transfer of ownership is determined 
by the Contractual Settlement Date or Trade Date

Securities in units – Trade Date rule

• The Trade Date is used to determine who is the owner of the securities

• ‘Cum distribution’ if the Trade Date is before the Ex Date

• ‘Ex distribution’ if the Trade Date is on or after the Ex Date
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Securities in nominal – Contractual Settlement Date rule

The Contractual Settlement Date is used to determine who is the owner of the securities
• ‘Cum distribution’ if the Contractual Settlement Date is before or on the Record Date
• ‘Ex distribution’ if the Contractual Settlement Date is after the Record Date

We detect and process market claims for all internal securities transaction instructions related to:

• rights distributions

• bonus issues

• dividend payments

If the non-entitled Participant has sufficient cash/securities in its account, we will credit the entitled Participant’s account with 
the relevant proceeds (in general on the date of the distribution). A more detailed description of the market claim service 
offered by Euroclear Bank can be found in Annex 2.

Note: the settlement of the market claim is independent of the settlement of the original transaction. We report the 
detection and processing of the market claim via SWIFT and EasyWay Corporate Actions.

Market claims on:

• dividends with options (DRIPs, currency elections) are compensated net of withholding tax i.e. buyer and seller are always 
credited and debited at 80% regardless of their tax status

• standard dividends are:

- credited to the buyer net of withholding tax (regardless of the buyer’s tax status)

- debited from the seller, taking into account the seller’s tax status and hence the amount the seller actually received. 
If the seller received the dividend gross, they will be debited gross and the 20% withholding tax will be returned by 
Euroclear Bank to the Revenue Commissioners

Currently, there is no Quick Refund service available in the Irish market and hence any incorrectly paid withholding tax needs 
to be reclaimed via the Standard Refund process. which can be initiated by the beneficial owner directly with the Revenue 
Commissioners or can be lodged by Euroclear Bank upon request of its Participant. A Standard Refund claim for which 
Euroclear Bank will need to issue a tax voucher will be subject to Euroclear Bank’s standard tax reclaim fee.
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6.4.4 Transformations

Where a transformation is required (e.g. for a reorganisation event), we will cancel the original instruction and replace it with 
a new instruction in the new ISIN. We offer a limited buyer protection service which is different than the automated buyer 
protection capabilities offered by Euroclear UK & Ireland using the current ACON functionalities.

Mandatory exchange

• Debit of exercised security and ratio being a whole integer (1, 2, 10…)

• Internal transactions are cancelled and replaced on the Payment Date

Note: if a replacement is not possible (due to ratio), the transactions will only be cancelled.

Voluntary events (with election)

• The buyer protection mechanism (1) is a direct agreement between the seller and the buyer

• If available, we will communicate the buyer protection deadlines, as well as the following key dates, in our corporate 
action notification:

- Guaranteed Participation Date/Time (GUPA) - last date/time by which a buying counterparty to a trade can be sure 
that it will have the right to participate in an event

- Election to counterparty Market deadline (ECPD) - deadline by which an entitled holder needs to advise their 
counterparty to a transaction of their election for a corporate action event, also known as Buyer Protection Deadline

- Election to Counterparty Response Deadline (ECRD) - date/time the account servicer has set as the deadline to 
respond, with instructions, prior to the election to counterparty market deadline

• We will generate default corporate action instructions after the buyer protection deadline and cancel all pending 
transactions (if related to the exercise of rights)

A more detailed description of the transformation service offered by Euroclear Bank can be found in Annex 3.

6.4.5 Shareholder Rights Directive II

Overview

Shareholder Rights Directive (SRD) II is an EU Directive designed to encourage long-term shareholder engagement and 
enhance transparency between companies and investors.

• SRD II sets a number of new rights for Issuers and shareholders with the following main provisions:

- Issuers will benefit from extended capabilities to identify their shareholders

- shareholders will benefit from additional information and means to vote in general meetings

- intermediaries will be required to facilitate:

- a company’s right to identify its shareholders

- the exercise of shareholder rights

(1) Buyer protection is a process whereby a buyer who has yet to receive the underlying securities of an elective corporate action, instructs the seller 
bilaterally (so without Euroclear Bank’s intervention) in order to receive the outturn of his choice.
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• SRD II provisions translate into new obligations and services to be offered by CSDs and intermediaries, in relation to:

- the channelling and processing of shareholders’ disclosure requests

- the transmission of any corporate action, including general meeting notifications

- the exercise of votes by shareholders

Where we stand in Euroclear Bank

We already offer shareholders disclosure, notification of general meetings and voting services as an Investor (I)CSD in 17 
European markets impacted by SRD II. We have set up a dedicated project stream in order to adapt these services and to 
make them fully compliant with SRD II. 

The project will:

• specifically include the capacity to process the additional data, flows and deadlines requested by SRD II

• ensure the required transparency of holdings in Euroclear Bank for Issuers

• introduce the possibility of using related ISO 20022 messages

Note: some of these elements may be dependent on the national transposition requirements.

The project will also prepare the conditions to roll out these services for Irish equities once they are migrated to Euroclear 
Bank. Given the timeline of SRD II, Euroclear Bank will be fully SRDII-compliant by the time it becomes the Issuer CSD for Irish 
corporate securities. We will publish full details of our analysis and the actions arising from our project during 2019.

6.4.6 Voting services

We will provide voting services on Irish corporate securities. In Ireland:

• the Record Date principle applies, i.e. the right to vote is granted if you have a position in the relevant security in Euroclear 
Bank on the Record Date

• the Record Date is usually two business days before the meeting date

If you hold a balance in the security or if you have a pending settlement instruction, you will receive a corporate action 
notification via SWIFT or EasyWay containing the meeting agenda and other key information (e.g. voting options, deadlines etc.).

We offer a proxy voting service, enabling you to vote electronically without having to be present at the meeting. You can 
vote in favour, against, abstain or split your vote. We are investigating the possibility to cater for ‘vote withheld’ for Irish 
corporate securities in Euroclear Bank. We also offer physical representation for the meeting.

If an instruction is received, we block the securities in the Participant’s account until the overnight batch process following 
the Record Date.

We will transmit the voting instruction received from the Participant to the Registrar. The sum of all these instructions sent 
will represent the total votes to be acted upon. This is still under discussion with the Registrars.

Every vote submitted to Euroclear Bank will need to have a share quantity in the instruction. Directional voting is not possible 
in Euroclear Bank.
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6.5 Tax

6.5.1 Withholding tax treatment of equities

Euroclear Bank is registered as a Qualifying Intermediary (QI) with the Revenue Commissioners. Irish corporate securities are 
subject to a 20% withholding tax unless an exemption is obtained.

The following relief is available for Irish corporate securities:

• Relief at Source – an exemption from withholding tax is is available to qualifying beneficial owners in certain 
circumstances, (as set out under the terms of S172 Taxes Consolidation ACT 1997 as amended) applied at the time when 
dividend proceeds are paid on the securities held in Euroclear Bank. 
 
The relevant eligibility criteria, documentation requirements and deadlines are made available through our corporate action 
notifications and our website. We inform the Registrar of the split of total position per security on the Record Date:

- the number of securities to be taxed at 20%

- the number of securities to be taxed at 0%

  
The withholding agent deducts the 20% withholding tax on the amount of securities reported as taxable, and credits 
our account with the net amount. We then credit the Participant’s account and report the gross amount minus the 
deduction.

  
The Revenue Commissioners have confirmed that they are in alignment with this process as long as the Registrars, when 
making a Dividend Withholding Tax Return to the Revenue Commissioners, mention in their filing two separate lines of 
data for Euroclear Bank’s nominee account:

- a single line of data for the reduced tax rate clients (exempt from withholding tax)

- a single line of data for the standard tax rate clients (subject to withholding tax)

• Standard Refund – process which involves filing a refund application with the Revenue Commissioners. Participants apply 
to obtain a refund for excess withholding tax paid after the dividend has been credited to their Cash Account, net of the 
applicable rate of withholding tax.

The relevant eligibility criteria, documentation requirements and deadlines are made available on our website.

Irish corporate securities held in Euroclear UK & Ireland as CDIs will no longer benefit from a Relief at Source service. Any 
dividend will be paid net of withholding tax and the CREST member will need to contact the Revenue Commissioners directly 
for a Standard Refund.

6.5.2 Withholding tax treatment of Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) securities

The withholding tax treatment for distributions on Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) securities depends on the categorisation  
of distribution for Irish tax purposes. Distributions on REIT securities may be classified as ‘property income distributions’ or 
non-property income distributions:

• for distributions which are ‘property income distributions’, the default withholding tax treatment is that issuers of 
Securities are obliged to deduct withholding tax (at a rate of 20%) on such distributions. There are no exemptions from 
this default treatment for distributions to persons who are not tax resident in Ireland. There are exemptions from this 
default treatment for certain categories of Irish entities, such as Irish tax resident companies, certain Irish pension schemes, 
certain Irish investment funds and Irish charities

• for distributions which are not ‘property income distributions’, the withholding tax treatment is the same as that 
described above for Securities issued by issuers who are not REITs (or ETFs)

We are clarifying the documentation Irish entities need to be provided to benefit from the tax exemption.
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6.5.3 Withholding tax treatment of debt securities

The default withholding tax treatment is that issuers of debt securities are obliged to deduct withholding tax (at a rate of 
20%) on coupon payments. There are, however, a number of exemptions from this default treatment. The exact process for 
withholding tax on debt securities will be clarified at a later stage.

6.5.4 Stamp duty

We will develop functionality to be able to calculate and facilitate payment of stamp duty on non-cleared transactions in Irish 
corporate securities settling in Euroclear Bank. 

With regard to cleared transactions for principal and agency trades, a proposal has been drawn up between Euroclear 
Bank, relevant CCPs, the representatives of the custodians and brokers in the Working Group with input from the Revenue 
Commissioners, on how to calculate and pay stamp duty in the Euroclear Bank model. This proposal is currently under 
consideration by the Revenue Commissioners. If you want to better understand what this proposal, if approved by the 
Revenue Commissioners, could mean for you then please contact your Relationship Manager.
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6.6 Collateral management

Irish corporate securities will be eligible for our full suite of collateral management services , designed to help our Participants 
mitigate their risks and cover their exposures. Our Collateral Highway is the world’s first open architecture infrastructure 
for collateral management. It is a neutral, inter-operable, venue agnostic utility to source and mobilise collateral across 
geographical borders and time zones and sees on average EUR1.2 trillion of collateral outstanding mobilised daily.

Further information on our collateral management services can be found on my.euroclear.com or from your Relationship 
Manager upon request.

6.7 Banking

We operate in commercial bank money and have a limited purpose banking licence for settlement purposes. Participants 
holding and settling Irish corporate securities in Euroclear Bank will be able to do so in any of our 51 settlement currencies, 
regardless of the denomination of the security.

Our banking services include:

• cash management

• credit management

• treasury

• money transfer

• foreign exchange

We also offer discretionary credit facilities on a secured and uncommitted basis, to ease your settlement and custody activity. 
If you are an existing Participant with a credit line, you can simply add Irish corporate securities to the banking facilities you 
already use in Euroclear Bank. Borrowings are of a short-term nature, mostly intra-day. Our credit facilities are not intended 
to cover your general financing needs and you should rely on other sources for longer term or more permanent financing.

Further information on our banking services can be found on my.euroclear.com or from your Relationship Manager  
upon request.
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7 Tariff framework for Irish corporate 
securities settled or held in Euroclear Bank

Irish corporate securities issued and held in Euroclear Bank will be subject to Euroclear Bank’s standard tariff framework 
which is different to that of Euroclear UK & Ireland. Settlement fees will be very similar for Irish corporate securities in 
Euroclear Bank compared to Euroclear UK & Ireland. In Euroclear Bank, Participants are also charged a custody fee which is  
a basis point charge on the value of securities held in Euroclear Bank.

In line with the existing framework and pricing principles whereby Irish corporate securities are categorised as the following 
specific instruments for the purposes of the fees charged, as follows:

• equities

• iETFs

• domestic ETFs

• corporate bonds

The key benchmark we have used to determine the equity tariff is to ensure that Irish equities will be charged in line with 
other European equities in European issuer CSDs, taking into account specific market circumstances and Euroclear Bank 
specific cost features. Irish corporate securities held as CDIs in Euroclear UK & Ireland’s Investor CSD service will be subject 
to Euroclear UK & Ireland’s applicable International Service tariffs. Irish ETFs will follow the existing fee framework applicable 
in Euroclear Bank. Please refer to the current Euroclear Bank domestic ETF and Euroclear Bank international ETF tariff to 
understand their fee structure. As there are no Irish corporate bonds currently in Euroclear Bank we will implement a new 
tariff for that securities category.

Based on current estimates, we expect the fees charged on Irish corporate securities in Euroclear Bank would double on 
average for the market as a whole compared to Euroclear UK & Ireland. This change will impact different market segments 
differently according to Euroclear Bank’s tariff structure. We will discuss bilaterally with our impacted Participants during the 
Implementation Period.

Our detailed tariff sheet per category of Irish corporate securities will be revised to reflect the migration to Euroclear Bank  
as Issuer CSD and will be published before the migration in March 2021.
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7.1 General tariff principles

We determine the Participant’s fees at the level of the business unit (1). 

7.1.1 Settlement fees

Settlement fees depend on the number of settled instructions and type of instrument. Instructions that are cancelled do not 
incur a settlement fee, but a cancellation fee applies.

At the business unit level, a sliding scale principle also applies to the calculation of settlement fees, i.e. a schedule of 
marginal rates applicable to increasing volume ranges, illustrated in the following hypothetical example:

Volume ranges 
(in volume units)

Marginal rate in EUR 
(per volume unit)

≤100 10.00

101 – 1,000 9.00

1,001 – 5,000 7.00

> 5,000 5.00

7.1.2 Custody fees

Custody fees are comprised of asset servicing fees and central maintenance service fees:

• asset servicing fees – based on the monthly average depot of securities held in all Securities Clearance Accounts in 
Euroclear Bank for a given Business Unit

• central maintenance service fee:

- provision and maintenance of securities clearance account by Euroclear Bank acting as Issuer CSD

- charged monthly, based on monthly average depot value of relevant securities held in all Securities Clearance Accounts 
in Euroclear Bank

The monthly average depot is:

• calculated on daily basis per instrument and market in each Securities Clearance Account within a Business Unit (using the 
nominal amount for debt securities and the market value for warrants, equities, funds and Depository Receipts)

• converted to EUR using the daily exchange rate

• aggregated to obtain the monthly average depot value by instrument and market

The sum of monthly average depot value of all business units for the family is calculated for the relevant instruments. The 
sliding scale is then applied to this Aggregated Business Unit Depot.

Fees are calculated on a 30/360 day basis and expressed in basis point s/annum (1b p=0.01%)

7.1.3 Other fees

A minimum fee applies per Securities Clearance Account, per month. Besides, settlement and custody fees, other fees may 
apply in respect of Irish corporate securities, for example, fees for corporate actions and securities lending and borrowing.

For full details of the Euroclear Bank tariff, please refer to the General fees brochure.

(1) A Business Unit is a Participant or a branch, office or other administrative subdivision of a Participant that administers a Securities Clearance 
Account or group of Securities Clearance Accounts (for example, a branch of a Participant administering a group of accounts from a given location, 
independently of other branches of the same Participant).
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8 Migration of Issuer CSD for Irish 
corporate securities from Euroclear  
UK & Ireland to Euroclear Bank 

The migration of Irish corporate securities from Euroclear UK & Ireland to Euroclear Bank as Issuer CSD by March 2021 will 
be a complex market change of fundamental market infrastructure that will require the coordination and collaboration of all 
market stakeholders (in particular issuers of Irish corporate securities) with the support of the Irish Authorities to minimise 
market and systemic risk. Early in the Implementation Period, we will establish a separate project stream on migration and 
communication to agree and plan a coordinated migration in detail. There are currently approximately 100 Issuers holding 
up to 600 lines of securities that would be the subject of the migration. Each of these Issuers needs to undertake their 
own assessment of the existing options for the migration in order to put in place a plan for an effective and coordinated 
migration by March 2021.

8.1 Legal basis for the migration

There are mechanisms existing under Irish law by which individual issuers could seek to give effect to such a transfer for 
migration, such as a scheme of arrangement or bonus issue of shares. It is for each individual Issuer and their advisers to 
review and assess the feasibility and effectiveness of these mechanisms in view of their own circumstances and corporate 
structure and documentation.

A critical success factor for an effective operational migration of Irish corporate securities into Euroclear Bank will be to 
ensure a planned, coordinated and unequivocal legal basis upon which to execute the transfer of ownership from registered 
holders to Euroclear Bank Nominee.

While we understand that each legal mechanism for migration presents unique risks and complexities, we consider that 
from a market, systemic and operational risk perspective, the safest option is to migrate the entire market together under 
some form of bespoke legislative provision. This approach has the unanimous support of the Working Group and of all the 
constituencies consulted.

We are engaged in detailed and constructive discussions with the Irish Authorities, who having taken note of our and the 
market’s preference, are assessing the feasibility of such legislation and the legal implications of same. At this stage, while 
the Irish Authorities are actively considering the legal proposals presented by Euroclear for the migration process, in light of 
the legal and other complexities associated with bespoke legislation, they are clear that all of the migration options available 
need to be fully considered as within the timeframe available, a legislative mechanism for migration may not be achievable. 
They have made it clear that it remains the responsibility of each relevant market participant to ensure they have duly 
planned a contingency migration plan, if necessary utilising existing legal mechanisms, in the event that it is not possible to 
implement the required bespoke legislation for migration at all, or in the timeframe required.
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8.2 Operational aspects of the migration

Our current assumption is to have a single efficient migration of all eligible securities over a single weekend. The key 
objective is to minimise market and systemic risk. The Migration Date (MD) will need to be agreed with relevant stakeholders 
and will be communicated widely and well in advance. In addition, the intention is for the Migration Date to be outside of:

• any known corporate action period and ensure that there are no corporate actions activity with record, instruction or 
payment dates around MD-3 to MD+3

• any other pan-market development (e.g. CSDR, SWIFT or trading platform releases) or similar event

8.2.1 Pre-migration weekend

Euroclear Bank will establish a process to make Irish corporate securities eligible in Euroclear Bank ahead of the migration date.

There will be a full reconciliation between Registrars and Euroclear UK & Ireland on a weekly basis during a pre-agreed period 
before the migration date. On a pre-agreed date, Euroclear UK & Ireland will stop stock withdrawals and deposits (Euroclear 
UK & Ireland to flag securities accordingly). This means that Euroclear UK & Ireland participants who do not want to hold 
in Euroclear Bank or in Euroclear UK & Ireland will need to rematerialise beforehand. To the extent possible, we would 
recommend not to have a new securities issuance for a defined and agreed period before the migration.

Any DBV in Euroclear UK & Ireland that contains an Irish security will need to be returned before the MD and Euroclear UK 
& Ireland will prevent Irish corporate securities being included in a DBV from a pre-agreed date/time. Euroclear UK & Ireland 
participants need to be aware of impact of SLO/SLR activity over migration weekend, especially with regards to the mark-to-
market on outstanding SLRs.

8.2.2 Migration weekend

On the Friday of the migration week-end, Euroclear UK & Ireland will stop the settlement of Irish corporate securities 
at 15:00 (UK time) on the agreed date of migration after which there will be full reconciliation between Registrars and 
Euroclear UK & Ireland. Any reconciliation breaks need to be resolved within an hour.

After successful reconciliation, Euroclear UK & Ireland will disable Irish corporate securities in the CREST system and amend 
the securities details to reflect them as international securities across the link with Euroclear Bank.

After successful reconciliation within a pre-agreed timeframe on Friday evening, all relevant Registrars will reflect the change 
in the legal register from name on register to Euroclear Bank Nominee for the amount of the issue moving to Euroclear Bank 
as Issuer CSD. This represents debiting all CREST member accounts on the legal register only and crediting the Euroclear Bank 
Nominee account on the legal register. The Registrars will send SWIFT confirmations to Euroclear Bank confirming the legal 
change has happened and advising Euroclear Bank to credit the CREST International Nominee Account in Euroclear Bank 
before agreed cut-off time.

Upon successful reconciliation by Euroclear UK & Ireland on Monday morning, the securities will be enabled in the CREST 
system and CREST members will then have the option to deliver their balance to Euroclear Bank by using cross-border delivery.  
Upon matching with a pending receipt instruction from the Euroclear Bank Participant, the transfer will settle. We will discuss 
with the market how Euroclear can facilitate this delivery into Euroclear Bank as the final step in the migration process.
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9 Indicative implementation timeline

Set out below is a high level indicative timeline for implementation to March 2021, the date on which Euroclear UK & Ireland 
can no longer act as Issuer CSD as a result of Brexit.
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Purpose To provide strategic input on the key areas of the Operating Model for Euroclear Bank (EB) to become the CSD  
for Irish corporate securities and ETFs where Euroclear UK and Ireland (EUI) would no longer be able to act as CSD 
in Ireland as a result of Brexit.

The SB will oversee that the proposed solution is in the interest of the Irish market as a whole with particular 
attention to risk mitigation, resilience and stability of the market, continuity and efficiency of service, and delivery 
within the required timeframe (as set by the Brexit process).

The SB will act as a point of escalation for all matters, including conflicts of interest, that cannot be resolved  
in the Working Group.

Duration The time required for the market to conclude on the EB Operating Model, the objective is for the market to have 
a fully formed and implementable Operating Model by mid-March 2019. The SB may be extended as deemed 
necessary, for the duration of the implementation of the Euroclear Bank CSD solution.

Membership One senior representative from each of the following: 

• Euroclear 

• Euronext 

• Irish market to be represented by the chairman of the Working Group

In addition, each of the following will appoint a senior representative as an observer in the SB:

• Department of Finance 

• Central Bank of Ireland 

The list of agreed members of and observers in the SB is attached in Annex 1 to these TOR. The Chairman shall 
have the right to invite relevant market representatives to meetings of the SB on particular topics of importance.

Members and observers are entitled to appoint an alternate to attend meetings on their behalf, to be notified in 
advance to the SB chairman.

Chairman The SB shall be chaired by the Euroclear representative.

SB support Secretarial support shall be provided by Euroclear. Minutes of each meeting shall be prepared by the secretary  
and approved by the SB.

The Euroclear Programme Director for the Irish CSD shall assist the Chairman in the preparation and running of 
the meetings and shall attend all meetings of the WG. 

Meeting 
schedule 

Meetings shall be held at least monthly for the initial duration of the SB. Additional meetings can be organised  
as deemed necessary. These terms of reference were reviewed and approved by the members of the Steering 
Board on [ January 2019].

Steering Board 
members as at 
24 January 2019 

Euroclear:  Valerie Urbain (Chair) Alternate: Frederic Hannequart 

Euronext:  Daryl Byrne Alternate: Anthony Attia 

Irish market:  Brian Healy, Chairman of Working Group 

Observers: 

Dept of Finance:  Oliver Gilvarry 

Central Bank of Ireland:  Michael Hodson 

Euroclear Programme Director:  Susan Stenson

Annex 1 – Terms of reference 
Terms of reference for the Steering Board (SB) of the Irish market  
relating to the change of Central Securities Depository as a result of Brexit
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Purpose To lead a comprehensive market consultation on the Operating Model for Euroclear Bank (EB) to become the CSD 
for Irish corporate securities and ETFs in the long term where Euroclear UK and Ireland (EUI) would no longer be 
able to act as CSD in Ireland as a result of Brexit. The WG will strive for a solution that is in the interest of the Irish 
market as a whole, to be implemented within the deadlines set by the Brexit process.

Duration The time required to conclude on the EB Operating Model and to agree on a White Paper to be issued by 
Euroclear describing the EB Operating Model. the objective is for the market to have a fully formed and 
implementable Operating Model by mid-March 2019 . The WG may be extended as deemed necessary  
including to oversee the implementation of the Euroclear Bank CSD solution if appropriate.

Membership One market representative nominated by the key constituencies of the Irish market impacted by the change of 
CSD, namely:

• Issuers
• International banks
• Brokers
• ETF issuers
• Registrars

• Legal community
• Stock exchange
• CCP
• Euroclear

Where possible and appropriate members of the WG should be drawn from the current Irish User Group (IUG) 
members to leverage existing knowledge and background in the IUG on the matters to be discussed.

The list of agreed members of the WG is attached in Annex 1 to these TOR. Members represent their market 
constituency the WG and are responsible to ensure a two-way flow of information and views as between the 
constituency and the WG. Given the integral role of the registrar constituency on the matter, a sub-working group 
of the registrars will be established to facilitate discussion and alignment across the registrars.

The Chairman shall have the right to invite relevant market representatives to meetings of the WG on particular 
topics of importance, for example the Revenue Commissioners’ attendance for matters related to stamp duty.

Members of the WG are entitled to appoint an alternate to attend meetings on their behalf, to be notified in 
advance to the WG chairman.

Chairman To be elected by a majority of the members of the WG. Should be independent of any entity directly impacted by 
the market change and have suitable background, experience and knowledge of the market and its participants.

The Chairman of the WG should also be a member of the Steering Board and shall therefore act as the link 
between both bodies and ensure adequate information flow and reporting of relevant matters as between the two.

Conflicts of 
Interest

All actual, potential or perceived conflicts of interest shall be referred with the Committee Chairman who shall 
handle them in his absolute discretion. Conflicts relating to the Chairman shall be referred to the Steering Board.

Escalation Any matters that cannot be resolved in the WG shall be escalated by the Chairman of the WG to the Steering 
Board which shall resolve such matter in its absolute discretion.

WG support Secretarial and administrative support shall be provided by Euroclear and Euronext. Minutes of each meeting shall 
be prepared by the secretary and approved by the WG. Reports from the Working Group will be made available 
on the Euroclear website.

The Euroclear Programme Director for the Irish CSD shall assist the Chairman in the preparation and running of 
the meetings and shall attend all meetings of the WG.

Meeting 
schedule

Meetings are planned as set out in Annex 2 and unless notified otherwise shall be held at the offices of Euronext 
Dublin. Additional meetings can be organised as deemed necessary by the WG. A schedule of matters to be 
considered at the meetings is attached in Annex 3 and can be updated by the WG Chairman as appropriate.

These terms of reference including Annexes were reviewed and approved by the Working Group on 24 January 2019.

Annex 1 (continued)

Terms of reference for the Working Group (WG) of the Irish market  
relating to the change of Central Securities Depository as a result of Brexit
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Annex 1 WG members as at 24 January 2019

• Chairman:  Brian Healy

• Issuer representative:  Ronan Deasy, Kerry Group

• International banks representative:  Peter Stewart, Citibank Alternate Allison Levy, BNY Mellon

• Broker representative:  Aidan O’Caroll, Davy

• ETF issuer representative:  Paul Young, Vanguard

• Registrar representative:  Donald Halligan, Link Alternate Joe Molony, Computershare

• Legal community representative:  Paul Egan, Mason Hayes & Curran

• Stock exchange representative:  Niall Gibney, Euronext Dublin Alternate Eric Bey, Euronext Group

• CCP representative:  Bradley Arrowsmith Alternate: Jan Trueren EuroCCP

• Euroclear representative:  An Mestdagh, Euroclear SA/NV

• Euroclear Programme Director:  Susan Stenson

Meeting Scheduled Meetings Schedule of Meeting topics

1 24 January 2019 (afternoon) EB Operating Model Overview, legal framework; eligibility in EB, 
including ongoing obligations and communication

2 6 February 2019 (afternoon) Issuance and settlement of corporate securities in EB Operating 
Model including CREST depositary interests

3 26 February2019 (afternoon) Issuer and asset services in EB Operating Model (including 
transparency obligations and shareholders’ rights) and tariffs

4 11 March 2019 (afternoon) Stamp duty and migration from EUI to EB

5 12 March 2019 (morning) Stamp duty, dividend withholding tax, migration from Euroclear 
UK & Ireland to Euroclear Bank, Implementation timeline

6 2 April 2019 (afternoon) Operational migration options, draft White Paper

7 11 April 2019 (afternoon) Final review of White Paper

Reports of each of the Working Group meetings are available on 
https://www.euroclear.com/about/en/regulatorylandscape/Brexit.html

Annex 1 (continued)
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Annex 2 – Market claims processing

Market claims processing  
for the domestic service

Euroclear UK & Ireland process Euroclear Bank process

Detection of market claims Securities subject to distribution type corporate 
actions, such as cash dividends, SCRIP dividends,  
interest payments, capitalisation issues. It is also 
available on rights issues and open offers

Transactions subject to cash or share distribution 
events:

• all sorts of income payments (cash dividends, 
currency elections, dividend reinvestments, 
capital gains)

• bonus issues, rights issues

Transaction types subject  
to market claims

Delivery, stock deposit; stock withdrawal, claim, 
stock loan return as well as other return legs of 
collateral related transactions (e.g. repos)

• All internal transactions within Euroclear Bank 
(01/02)

• Not applicable to mark-up/mark-down 
transactions

• Not applicable for Bridge transactions

• Bilateral repo transactions entered in Euroclear 
Bank are handled as ordinary sales which 
benefit from market claims

• On Triparty repos, no market claims are 
offered as Euroclear Bank aims to substitute 
Irish corporate securities used as collateral as 
of Record Date- two business days

Transactions are automatically assessed for 
claims, taking into account the prevailing  
ex/record/special ex cum features

Transactions are automatically assessed for 
claims, taking into account the prevailing  
ex/record/special ex cum features

Market claims generated by Euroclear UK & 
Ireland overnight on the Record Date for  
the event

Market claims are generated as from 100 days 
before reference date (this is the Ex Date or in 
general the Payment Date, depending upon 
event type) and up to seven calendar days after 
reference date and can be processed up to 365 
days after

Market claims continue to be generated until 
Payment Date + five business days and start 
being paid as of Payment Date

Market claims on Internal transactions start settling  
on the Payment Date, during the first market 
claim batch of the day (07:30 CET), and if not 
settled yet they get recycled in the following 
batches

Market claims can be run retrospectively if 
required

Market claims can be run retrospectively  
up to seven calendar days after detection date

Currency The currency of claims will be the default 
currency for the event

The currency of claims will be the default 
currency for the event

Fractions and rounding • Euroclear UK & Ireland will round down if 
the distribution ratio gives rise to fractional 
entitlements

• No calculations of fractional entitlements  
will be made

• The market claim settles independently from 
the underlying transaction

• If the Euroclear Uk & Ireland participant 
wishes to pursue the fractional amounts  
then they would need to do this outside  
the system

• Euroclear Bank will round down if the 
distribution ratio gives rise to fractional 
entitlements

• No calculations of fractional entitlements  
will be made

• The market claim settles independently  
from the underlying transaction
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Annex 2 (continued)

Market claims processing  
for the domestic service

Euroclear UK & Ireland process Euroclear Bank process

Settlement priority Market claims will be set at priority 50 Market claims have the highest settlement 
priority in Euroclear Bank

Message format • Proprietary messaging - CLA- transaction

• There is an ISO interface too but it is limited 
(e.g. an MT 566 upon settlement)

• Detection – SWIFT MT 599 or EasyWay

• Settlement – SWIFT MT 566 or EasyWay

Details to include in message • ISD = the payment date for the outturn event

• Cross-reference to the parent corporate 
action

• A transaction ID/reference to the underlying 
transaction which gave rise to the market 
claim

• Indicate either stock or cash, but not both 

• Market claims are created fully matched 
in the system and do not need to be 
subsequently matched by either party for 
settlement to occur

• Payment date and the cash value date of the 
market claim compensation

• Dividend ration, ISIN impacted

• Corporate action reference and option 
number

• Gross and net amounts credited or debited

• Original transaction reference and market 
claim reference

• Matching:

- a securities market claim gets entered 
by Euroclear Bank as a matched free of 
payment settlement transaction. Both sides 
are generated by Euroclear Bank

- a cash market claim gets entered by 
Euroclear Bank as a matched payment 
free of delivery transaction. Both sides are 
generated by Euroclear Bank

Special Ex arrangement There is a provision to flag transactions as 
‘special Ex’. This has the effect of reversing the 
claim generation process

Euroclear Bank does not offer a ‘special Ex’ 
provision.

• If a Euroclear Bank Participant needs to cancel 
the market claim before the payment date, 
the Participant needs to contact Euroclear 
Bank who will try to help on a reasonable basis

• If a Euroclear Bank Participant wants to cancel 
a market claim after payment, it needs sorting 
out bilaterally between the two Participants

Other features Market claim transactions can be viewed, 
settling, non-settling , split, match deleted or 
frozen

The Participant cannot modify the market claim

The priority of the market claim will be raised 
automatically after a specific amount of time

N/A

Market claims can be deleted by the  
CREST system before the settlement date if the 
base data is found to be incorrect

N/A
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Annex 3 – Transformations processing
A transformation is the replacement of a securities settlement transaction, for which the security comes to the end of its life 
and is replaced by another security or cash payment, by a new securities settlement transaction in the new security or cash.

Market claims processing  
for the domestic service

Euroclear UK & Ireland process Euroclear Bank process

Corporate actions that  
trigger transformations

Securities subject to mandatory or voluntary 
reorganisation type corporate actions. i.e. 
where the underlying security ends and it is 
replaced by another resource. This includes call 
payments, redemptions, conversions, takeovers 
and consolidations

Securities subject to:

• mandatory (MAND) reorganisation in 
securities: for internal transactions only

• mandatory reorganisation with option (CHOS) 
in cash: for internal trades only for instructions 
related to taxable events

• pending market claims

Please note that there is no transformation 
service offered on mark-up/mark-down 
transactions

Transformations of  
pending transactions

Only processed if the ratio is   
‘n new securities /cash for one old security’

Only processed if the ratio is ‘n new securities /
cash for one old security’. If the ration is ‘n new 
securities/cash for m old securities’, Euroclear 
Bank will cancel the pending transactions in the 
old security and advise the client accordingly

Transaction types subject  
to transformations

CLA

DBR

RPR

DEL

OAT

SLO

SLR

STW

TTE/TFE (non-corporate action)

Transactions that are corporate action-related 
will be excluded from transformation. This 
means USE, MTM, ESA and TTE/TFE (where a 
corporate action number is specified) will not 
transform as these are all transaction types used 
for electing/outturns on a corporate action and 
therefore transfer securities required for electing

• Unsettled market claim transactions

• Unsettled internal securities transactions - 
only for mandatory reorganisations without 
options when the ration is ‘n new securities/
cash for one old security’

• Bridge instructions (for bonds and ETFs 
only, not for equities) - only for mandatory 
reorganisations without option when the ratio 
is ‘n new securities/cash for one old security’

Timing Transactions are automatically assessed for 
transformations on a daily basis. Assessment 
takes place overnight from transformation date 
(usually record date) until 10 days after expiry of 
the underlying security

On the Payment Date of the event, pending 
matched transactions still unsettled by the end 
of record date are cancelled and replaced in 
accordance with the terms of the reorganisation.

Euroclear Bank does not allow input of new 
instructions in the former ISIN after the Record 
Date of the event

Qualification criterion New transactions will be produced where the 
parent transaction is at status 

B (not ready) 

D (delayed) 

E (Ready to action) or 

H (bad delivered)

A new matched transaction is created by 
Euroclear Bank based on pending matched 
instruction by the end of the Record Date.

Unmatched pending instructions do not get 
transformed

The transaction ID on the new CREST system-
generated transaction will be referenced to the 
original transaction ID by adding

01 to the original transaction ID the 
transformation takes place

A new settlement transaction is created with 
a new t reference, but it keeps the participant 
reference of the original transaction
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Annex 3 (continued)

Market claims processing  
for the domestic service

Euroclear UK & Ireland process Euroclear Bank process

Settlement priority Transformed transactions carry the same priority 
as the parent transaction

Transformed transactions carry the same priority 
as the parent transaction

Content of new transaction 
includes

• Record Date

• ISIN

• Corporate action no.

• Mandatory/voluntary indicator

• all fields on Shared Party details

• Cross-reference to the parent  
corporate actions

It is pre-matched for settlement

The newly created pre-matched transaction, 
entered by Euroclear Bank, has similar content  
as any other settlement transaction

Splitting Transformed transactions can be split The transformed pending transactions will be 
subject to partial settlement just like any other 
settlement transaction

Message format Proprietary messaging to notify of cancelled and

newly-generated transactions. There is an ISO 
equivalent (MT 54x) on certain transaction types 
e.g. DEL but usage of this is very limited

Euroclear Bank offers the same reporting as  
for standard settlement instructions (MT 54x,  
or EasyWay)

Stamp duty reporting Transformed transactions are treated as 
‘duplicates’ and flagged to avoid being  
assessed for stamp duty again

The transformed transactions will not be subject 
to stamp duty. As Euroclear Bank levies stamp 
duty on matched transactions only and only 
matched transactions are transformed, the 
original instruction will be subject to stamp duty 
and so stamp duty needs to be charged on the 
original instruction only

Other features –  
ACON/buyer protection

Buyer protection processing is available on both 
CCP and non-CCP transactions

Euroclear Bank reports the event to the buyer 
who will need to agree bilaterally with the seller 
how he wants the seller to instruct. 

There is no equivalent feature to ACON in 
Euroclear Bank. Buyer protection is a direct 
agreement between the two parties in the trade

For both CCP and non-CCP transactions: if 
one party only inputs then the instruction will 
still be accepted and result in the transaction 
being transformed.

For non-CCP transactions:

• If both parties input ACONs but they do 
not match, then the transaction does not 
transform

• ACON transactions can be used to stop 
transformation taking place on non-CCP 
transactions using the skip transformation 
instructions

For CCP transactions – by the input of (one-
sided): ACON instructions transactions can be 
automatically buyer protected and transformed
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